Tranquility® Pavers
Featuring Genesis Face-mix Technology™

Our Tranquility® Pavers are created with clean lines for a refined expression of style. Each paver is manufactured to withstand abrasion and high-traffic use and ensure steady footing with its non-slip surface.

Available in the following colors:

Haven  Oasis  Serenity  Timeless  Majestic

The color photos shown were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.

For product details, photos, and to find out where to buy – visit www.countymaterials.com
Note: Textured paver and patio stone surfaces require a buffer between the plate compactor and the paver surface to prevent scuffing.

Refer to County Materials’ Interlocking Concrete Paver or Slab Installation Guidelines, or contact County Materials for information.

Tranquility® Pavers is a registered trademark of County Materials Corp.
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